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Abstract—Games have been widely used in many domains including medical for therapy purposes. With the advancement of technology, mobile psychotherapy games have essential role in improving memory among elderly patients.
There are numbers of psychotherapy games that have been developed for elderly with memory disorder. However, at one point most of the developed games
are still questionable since there is lack of game development guides for this
particular purpose. Designing the optimum design for the psychotherapy games,
which emphasizes the users in it will be able to maximise the effectiveness of
the games. Thus, this study aims to review the literatures systematically in identifying the criteria for mobile psychotherapy games specifically for memory
disorder. To achieve this, three databases were used in searching literatures
which are Scopus, Web of Science and ACM Digital Library. The search identified 992 articles altogether;69 papers remains for further selection process while
909 were excluded due to irrelevancy of the focus. The selection process later
refrained to 16 articles being analysed and synthesised. The selection incorporated all articles which focused directly on the psychotherapy games for
memory disorder elderly patients concentrated on mobile devices. As a result, a
set of important criteria for different themes on designing mobile psychotherapy
game has been identified. Significant features of psychotherapy games were
found in majority of the reviewed articles. These criteria will be beneficial in
forming a guideline for designing and developing mobile psychotherapy games
for memory disorder patients.
Keywords—Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, elderly, game criteria, game intervention, memory disorder, mobile psychotherapy games.

1

Introduction

Research into game interventions for memory disorder related diseases has been
growing exponentially since the turn of the twenty-first century. Memory disorder is
pervasive in most of the elderly and also known well as cognitive decline disease [1].
According to WHO (2015), in the upcoming nearest year, the statistic of memory
disorder related to diseases patients is expected to escalate. Therefore, it is important
to take action to counter these memory disorder related diseases in Malaysia [2]. Most
common treatments in dementia and AD is by using the drugs in pharmacological
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medical to control the disease other than the non-pharmacological interventions which
are usually targeted for rehabilitation [3]. However, pharmacological treatments are
expensive and can cause negative effects and this makes the other options a better
choice and better treatment as non-pharmacological interventions are human-centred
[4], [5].
Cognitive or neuro-psychological rehabilitation process is prescribed as to improve
the mental or cognitive function of an injured, dysfunction or neuro-degenerated brain
[6]. It is assumed that by using active simulation and engaging part of the brain are
pertaining to cognitive functions can lead to recovery of its functions which is
believed to effect positively on other cognitive areas of a patient [7].
The development of new technologies over pass few decades created new tools that
are easy to handle such as tablet have highly diffused into society and contributed in
different domains especially in neuro-psychological and cognitive rehabilitation [8].
At the foremost imperative level, humans gift method psychological feature
rehabilitation need assist to repair, limit or alleviate their psychological feature
deficits [9]. Cognitive therapy relates to the psychological process by which the capacity of the patient responding to system and use incoming information about allowing excessive working in life is improved or enhanced [10].
Game-based intervention is considered as a new and easy treatment for both
patients and doctors or caregivers. Various games were developed for many purposes
which include improvement of balancing in elderly [11], therapy tool in mental
disorder [12] and use of Nintendo Wii technology in student’s education [13].
Though, games that focus on elderly with dementia or AD are rarely being developed.
Review had shown that little studies developed games that benefit as a promising
technology in postponing the decline of cognitive functions in aging such as serious
games and exergames [5]. However, concrete and robust evidence is required to
acquire the effective designs and implementation of appropriate game-based
intervention to serve its purposes in the most effective way [5].
A systematic review is an exploration of a specifically stated problem utilizing
structured and straightforward criteria for defining, choosing and objectively reviewing relevant research and gathering and analyzing data from the studies included in
the study [14]. The authors ' assertions of rigor in their work can be explained through
a systematic review, enabling weaknesses and recommendations for future research to
be established. This article is guided by the main research question in order to construct a relevant systematic review – what are the criteria of an effective games in
psychotherapy for memory disorder?
With the purposes of identify the applicability and effective designs of electronic
games in psychotherapy for memory disorder, we conducted a systematic review of
the literature. This section discusses the intent of undertaking a systematic review
when reviewing the general domain topic in the following section.The second section
discusses further the portion technique and the strategy used as adapted in the
Preferred Reporting Items Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA). The
third section then summarizes and visualizes the past literatures extensively in order
to identify, interpret and analyze relevant research on psychotherapy games for
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memory disorder. The last section concluded this the results as well as identifies
future research priorities.

2

Memory Disorder and Its Treatments

Nowadays, the longevity of human has evolved to at least sixties or more and it is
expected to reach 900 billion in coming 10 years. Statistic in shows that about 62.3%
of these elderly are located in the Asian countries [15] and majority of them are
expected to be in their eighties or older. In Malaysia, the fluctuation of aging
population by 2020 will reach over 7.2% [16] with age more than 65 years old [17].
Cognitive impairment is one of the issues that related to the elderly with disabilities
[18] where the older adults start to experience significant changes such as severe
memory loss, slow response and movement and prone to more accidents [19].
Assistance in cognitive, emotional and physical for them cannot be denied which
leads to development of rehabilitation with aid of flexible technology. These
customized systems helps in supporting the disable older people to improve their
quality of life [20]. The most common cognitive impairments diseases among elderly
including dementia and AD.
In 2010, nearly 35 million of people encounter the problem of cognitive
impairment [21], whereby Asian countries contributes to large percentage of dementia
patients with almost 9 million new detection annually [22]. Dementia has evolved to
become the world’s huge health issue in this 21st century [19] as the number of cases
doubled every 5 years and believed to be grow continuously [23]. Clearly, normal
aging contributed to the development of dementia which is considered as syndrome
where the elderly shows symptoms and sign of memory disorder causes by interacting
aetiologies that affect brain progressively [24]. Patients will face difficulties in their
daily life and routine for instant having problem to tell what is in their mind, hard to
solve a simple problem and lost temper easily. The most common sign that can be
seen in a patient with dementia is loss of memory other than changes in behaviour and
personalities. Hence, assistance is required to take care their daily routine [20].
However, dementia is a nature that irreversible memory disorder as the cognitive
function damaged permanently required the patients to be taken care and supported by
other people [19]. Any symptoms in cognitive function decline of executive function,
apraxia, araxia, and agnosia together with memory decline can be classified as chronic
dementia [25]. These signs restricted the patients from performing a complex task in a
short time for example in some games for rehabilitation, patients are unable to finish
the task due to restriction of their movement which causes by the executive function
decline [26].
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) can be considered as one of the biggest social health and
social problems, with probably the largest economic cost due to the high incidence
rate in aging societies. The advancement of the disease causes problems such as
memory loss, insomnia, and dementia. Some notable psychological findings are
anosognosia and the lack of immediate memory [3]. The latter is the consequence of
the dysfunction of episodic memory (temporal left medial area), while anosognosia is
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in relation with hypo perfusion of the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
and inferior Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scoring [27].
AD is mainly the memory disorder disease that affect the most in sensory functions
and executive motor of the patient which is different from normal neurologic
pathologies that can be diagnosed from the changes in metabolic and structural of
brain image. Other than that, neuro-imaging also being utilise as diagnosis tool that
show different biomarkers between AD and healthy elderly. AD can evolve to
different stages pathologically decreases the rate of longevity of elderly and this fact
contributes to the effort to preserve the neurological functions [24].
Given the signs and symptoms of memory disorder diseases, it is urgent to find
solution to prevent or delay cognitive impairment where evidence prove that elderly
who are active shows slow declination of cognitive functions [28]. Therefore, several
intervention and rehabilitation programs with intellectual and cognitive leisure
activities are recommended to facilitate dementia patients to help in delaying the
symptoms [29].
Most non-pharmacological traditional interventions are focusing on repetition of
certain movements which needs high acceptance and motivation such as traditional
cognitive stimulation and training programmes involve a group meeting in a
designated setting in the care centre for paper-and-pencil training sessions such as
Calligraphy or drawing, meditation and physical fitness activities led by a trained
professional [30], [31].
Despite that, traditional interventions are costly in terms of travelling fees to the
rehabilitation centres which leads to tiredness, decreasing in motivation to continue
the treatment [32], [33]. Hence, digital games are introduced as a supplementary tool
to the traditional rehabilitation as they are easy to use and simple in terms of
interaction with the patients [34]. This technological solution of treatment are more
convincing by implementing the theory of easy and simple such as a tablet device [8],
[33], [35] due to the limited understanding and executive memory of the elderly
patients [36]
Cognitive rehabilitation helps intervening on:
1. Disability, in search of to stimulate and enhance altered features with the aid of objection on these features
2. Promoting the employment of other mechanisms or of preserved skills (compensation)
3. Exploitation totally different methods to assist minimize issues ensuing from the
pathology [37].
Other psychological feature rehabilitation therapies and protocols specialize in
convalescent and maintaining psychological feature skills like memory, orientation,
and communication skills as well as in motor activities facilitate people with insanity
rehabilitate broken functions or maintain their current motor skills therefore on
maintain the best attainable autonomy [20].
Games are rising as digital instructional and enjoyable equipment, created for a
person in order to coordinate skills development [24]. This delivered to our interest to
simplify, and specify assistive games development due to the reality that most of the
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Asian older people had critically restricted adventure with ICT-based systems [25].
Numerous researches have posted the outcomes of game-based cognitive activities on
cognitive features which required intellectual response from participants such as problem-solving skills. Systematic literature reviews conducted by Stern and Munn [38]
and Yates et al. [39] suggested that these cognitive activities such as playing board
game, playing music and reading [40] have high potential in assisting memory disorder related disease patients by preventing and delaying the symptoms and development of diseases as the more they enrol in activities, the lesser the chance of having
the risk of dementia [38], [39].

3

Psychotherapy Games

Games have been used as a popular tool in various area for example rehabilitation
[41], military training [42], education [43], and many more to encourage intellectual
activities of a person. The purpose of including game in rehabilitation and
intervention is to boost the motivation of the patients to continuously undergo the
process while the brain will keep working on all function along with the memory [44].
Other than that, game is popular of its potential usability as leisure elements to detect
the individual with risk [45].
Instead of merely utilizing virtual reality, the use of games has great motivational
effects on the environment when undergoing recovery tasks. Gaming at their foundation require a great deal of consideration when generating realistic play into even the
most basic mechanics. Alongside suitable feedback and plenty of immediate rewards,
this can create a fun experience. Exercises, due to their nature, are intrinsically
repetitive and mechanical, hence why the use of a playful coat can be so useful. Nevertheless, due to the difficulty of translating rigid recovery tasks to make game mechanics fun, this persuasive coat may not be adequate as a therapeutic tool for the
individual. Another pushing factors such as inspiration can be accomplished by very
different means that can function together to produce common results.
In time period of accessibility, games are developed and designed with physically
healthy and normal cognitive functions individual in mind. This makes the substantial
majority of video games unsuitable for human beings with impairments or for the
elderly. Although hints for accessibility have been created and are without difficulty
reachable to all developers, it is nevertheless uncommon to locate games that
carefully observe such guidelines, correctly slicing out many people from
experiencing the game. Especially in the case of elderly users, the hints can be even
greater strict. A game engine for rehabilitation have to supply the crucial elements to
enable the many numerous necessities of sufferers to be met.
Various investigations have indicated positive effects of game on patients with
memory disorder as well as other parts of cognitive functions including response time,
attention, and executive functions [5], [46]. Psychotherapy through games require
mental concentration, memory, and quick motor reaction in simulating brain to work
and gain memory back [46]. Current non-pharmacological treatment games trains
them with simple daily activities like cooking and house chores in order to train and
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simulate their memory which also known as serious games [7]. Serious games include other apps like mobile games for encouraging medical treatments and recovery,
exploring the world, fostering a healthier lifestyle or opening up new creative possibilities.[47].
Game interventions were found to possess sensible benefits in boosting the
treatment adherence and accessibility within health fields [48]. The flexibleness of
personal deployment, the wider range of benefits, and the value of relief suggest that
game-based intervention is among the most effective decision for delivering nonpharmacological treatment to individual with memory disorder related diseases [5].
The positive correlation between effectiveness and recollection in pre-treatment indicates the significance of learning and memory in the mechanism of action of this
therapy and implies that neuro-feedback is suggested as it is clearly proven as an
advanced stage treatment[49]. An implicit assumption that permeates the neurofeedback literature and underpins current practice is that the training process will lead
to changes in the EEG, which in turn produces changes in cognitive function [50].
Although game-based treatment is a promising treatment for memory disorder
disease, it is yet to be systematically incorporated in treatment plan for those suffering
with the disease. The criteria of game that suits the elderly with memory disorder are
yet to be gathered. Therefore, this paper intended to collect the criteria of games that
suits the elderly with memory disorder with SLR methodology.

4

Methodology

This section discusses the approach used to retrieve article related to game-based
therapy and game-based intervention model involving elderly patients with memory
disorder. Preferred Reporting Materials for Systemic Investigations and MetaAnalysis (PRISMA) statement directed the review process. PRISMA is widely used in
the area of computer science and information technology. The approach offers three
significant advantages:
1. Specifying simple key questions that make for rigorous study
2. Establishing parameters for inclusion and exclusion
3. Attempting to review broad scientific literature datasets in a defined time
frame[51].
The PRISMA Statement enables thorough search in potential digital games evaluations of terminology specific to healthcare games and their effects and coded details.
The review focused on three main journal repositories – Scopus, the Web of Science (WoS) and the Digital Library Association of Computing Machinery (ACM).
Scopus is one of the largest abstracts and citation databases of peer-reviewed
literature. Scopus consists of diverse subject areas such as Computer Science,
Neuroscience and Psychology. WoS is the second source that the analysis utilized. It
is a broad coverage of over 256 fields from Health Care Technologies and Facilities,
Artificial Intelligence Computer Science, and Rehabilitation subjects.
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The researchers used the approach named PRISMA, which provides tools (Scopus
and Web of Science) used to perform systemic review, requirements for inclusion and
exclusion, evaluation mechanism measures (identification, screening, eligibility) and
data extraction and analysis. Four stages were involved in the systematic review
process. Figure 1 illustrates the four main phases involved in conducting the
systematic literature review.

Fig. 1. Phases of systematic literature review

4.1

Identification

Keywords used for search process were identified in the first phase. Keywords similar and related to memory disorder, elderly people and game-based on previous studies and thesaurus are relied on. The keywords used in information searching for the
three selected databases are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Keywords and Searching Information Strategy
Databases
Scopus

Web of Science
ACM

4.2

Keywords used
TITLE-ABS-KEY (((alzheimer OR dementia) OR ("memory disorder" AND
("elderly" OR "older" OR "aged" OR "senior" OR "elders"))) AND (game OR
"game intervention"))
TS = (((alzheimer OR dementia) OR ("memory disorder" AND ("elderly" OR
"older" OR "aged" OR "senior" OR "elders"))) AND (game OR "game intervention"))
(((alzheimer OR dementia) OR ("memory disorder" AND ("elderly" OR "older"
OR "aged" OR "senior" OR "elders"))) AND (game OR "game intervention"))

Screening

Multiple conditions for inclusion and exclusion are defined. First, as far as the form
of publication is concerned, only paper articles with empirical data are chosen, imply-
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ing review article, book series, essay, chapter of book and conference proceedings are
omitted. Second, the non-English literatures are omitted and only concentrated on
documents written in English in order to prevent ambiguity and translation
difficulties. As the review process focused on the criteria of games that suits the
elderly with memory disorder, articles conducted experimentally are selected. Lastly,
in line with its objectives, only articles focus in games for intervention that involve
elderly with related diseases are selected. At this stage, after careful screening, 14
duplicated articles were removed.
Table 2. The Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Criterion
Literature type
Language
Subject Area /
Categories

4.3

Eligibility

Exclusion
Journals (systematic review), book series, book, chapter in
Journal (research articles)
book, conference proceeding
English
Non-English
Computer Science

Other than Computer Science

Eligibility

The majority of the papers are reviewed and examined. Initiatives were focusing on
specific experiments that addressed the questions posed. Next, the details were collected by reviewing the abstracts, then the complete articles (in-depth) to define relevant topics and sub-topics. Figure 2 shows the selection procedures.

Fig. 2. Selection process of the systematic review
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In total, 951 titles and abstracts were screened to find the qualified studies for the
review. Full papers of 69 studies were retrieved and evaluated according to predefine
criteria including the game platform should be only mobile devices. Articles do not
base on experimental research, do not focus on games, do not focus on intervention,
do not focus on memory disorder diseases or do not provide any game criteria will be
excluded. Based on the predefined criteria, 16 articles were included in this review. In
addition, an independent reviewer independently evaluated the paper against the inclusion criteria.
4.4

Data extraction and synthesis

Subsequently, the key details were extracted and synthesised from the 16 studies
included in our systematic review. Various types of data were extracted from the
studies:
1. Demographics including the proponent and year of publication
2. Study design
3. Game title
4. Criteria of games that applied in the studies. The list of extracted criteria is covered
in the following section.

5

Finding and Results

From the aforementioned process, the criteria for mobile psychotherapy games
from 16 selected articles were identified as depicted in Table 3. The table is sorted
according to the year of study from earlier year to recent.
Table 3. List of Game Criteria
Proponent

Benveniste et al.
[34]

Bouchard et al.
[32]

Year of
study

2010

2012

Game title

MINWii Video
Game

Serious Game

iJIM ‒ Vol. 14, No. 5, 2020

Criteria of Game
Touch-based device
Low cognitive and motor
requirement
Failure free gameplay
Simplicity in design
Challenge mode
Level of difficulties
Need of guidance
Light interface
Warm and bright colour
with simple texture
Create good luminosity
Avoid dazzling the player
Define contrast and improve
depth perception with toonshading

Protocol and popular
Power reminiscence -Old
photo on memory
Putting human contact first
Kansei – emotion, feeling,
receptivity, sensible
Easy – familiar game
Advantages of multimodal
aspect – multisensory
Simple scene
Different types of prompt
during help
Promote ecological
interaction
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de la Gui et al.
[52]

2013

AlzGame

Sisarica et al. [53] 2013

Hazel Court
Serious Game

Xenakidis et al.
[35]

2014

Alzminder

Tong et al. [54]

2014

Kitakoshi et al.
[55]

2015

whack-a-mole
game
Memory gamememorizing and
remembering
images

Cardullo et al. [8] 2016

Padua
Rehabilitation
Tool (PRT)

Westphal et al.
[56]

Piece by Piece
game

Orji et al. [57]

2017

2017

Space-invaders
themed game

Vallejo et al. [58] 2017

Cooking Serious
Game

Vallejo et al. [59] 2017

Task-based
Serious Game

Lithoxoidou et al.
2018
[37]

Puzzle Game

Panagl et al. [60]

2018

Amicasa

Iizuka et al. [29]

2018

GO-game

Altmeyer et al.
[61]

2018

Skip-Bo

Simple interface
Avoid frustration and
increase motivation
Creative thinking types
games
Interesting
Fun
Challenging
Touch-based device
Setting
Enjoyment
Motivation
Level of difficulty
Simple interface
Tap gesture
Feedback
Errorless learning approach
Avoid frustration
Something familiar
Tutorial needed
Competition - Comparison
Simulation
Self-monitoring
Suggestion
Easy to use
Fun to do
Functional
Enjoyable
Motivation
Different motives
Entertainment elements
Matching to lifestyle
Lesser commitment of
player
Level of difficulties
Quest
Interactive association
Search games
Not complex and not
difficult to learn the game
Motivation
Collaboration

Expandable
Flexibility.
Touch-based device

Interaction
Recall old memories

Frequency – take a break
Response
Motivation
Avoid frustration
Language
Interesting – curiosity
Different challenge level
Language
Customization Personalization
Prize/praise
Reward
Cooperation
Ecological
User-friendly
Previous experience –
familiar game
Free to leave or come back
without penalties
Incentives
Small groups
Language
Physical activities
Playful cognitive test
Simple rule but high
intellectual stimulation
Encouraged to explore
technology

In the studies done by Benveniste et al. [34], de la Gui et al. [52], Tong et al. [54]
and Cardullo et al. [8] suggested it is better to use touch based device which is
lightweight, portable, and easy to sanitize after each use. All the games utilize the
same method of response (“tap gesture”).
Simple interface and simple design of games are supported by [34], [32], [52] and
[8]to allow an easy interaction to all the users. As elderly people lose their abilities, it
is necessary to motivate them through amusing but simple user interfaces. Other than
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simple interface, the game have to be easy to play and simple enough for the elderly
to adapt [34] [58] [29]. Complex and difficult games is very hard for those with low
cognitive function to learn. It is more suggested that the game is something familiar or
based on the previous experience for memory recall[34] [35] [56] [37]. Nevertheless,
this review focuses on memory disorder thus majority of the games possessed the
criteria of reminiscence or matching to lifestyle. Proven effectiveness of reminiscence
therapy in improving cognitive function and psychological well-being set our
priorities in designing the game’s aesthetics to promote warmth and familiarity that
was distinctly generational and cultural [56].
Simple rule but high intellectual stimulation games with creative thinking are suggested by [37] [53] [59] [60] [61] to allow the user to explore their critical mind as
well as improve their functional thought. However, [34] do not agree with high intellectual game but in fact the author suggested low cognitive and motor requirement
games since the targeted users are memory disorder patients with cognitive impairment.
Although, games should be fun and enjoyable. Older gamers play games to relax
and have fun and value choice, enjoyment and meaningful play. This criteria can be
seen in [8] [35] [37] [55] [58] [59] [61] as those are fun games to avoid bored after a
particular time as well as increase their engagement towards the game. Fun alone is
not enough to help the patients with memory disorder, it need to corporate with
different challenge level or different quests as suggested by [34] [35] [37] [55] [56][
57]. In the context of task performance, when one’s skill is too low and a task too
hard, people become anxious. Alternatively, if the task is too easy and the skill is too
high, people become bored. For the option of game play in rehabilitation games for
patients with memory disorder, difficulty or challenge options should be increased
gradually and not at a high rate. This is to avoid deterring the users from using the
game, which will eventually help them to enhance their skills and condition.
However, it is important to avoid frustration[8] [52] [56] when user fail the
challenges. Appropriate applications should show positive and encouraging messages
when the user fails. In this way, the user is motivated to continue playing and
improving their cognitive abilities. Another option to avoid frustration is by providing
help and hints during the challenges [8] [32] [55] [57]. Help should be prompted
consistently when user experience difficulties or when user take too much time to
move the next step in order to keep them in the game.
Motivation that keep user stay in the games play an essential role [8] [52] [55][ 59]
[61]. Starting with a very easy task, the user can experience success increasing the
motivation and decreasing the sense of frustration derived from doing a task harder
than what they are able to do. Besides, by provide rewards when user completed one
level is suggested to increase the motivation of the user [37] [57]. Another important
aspect that could decrease the motivation of user is the usage of language that user do
not understand. In the studies done by [8] [37] [56], languages used in the games
affect the user as if it communicate with each other. More understanding can be
achieved with the language that user familiar indirectly motivate the user to continue
engage with the game as they do not feel demotivated by the familiarity.
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Games specifically designed for the elderly should be able to provide tutorial to
help make things more user-friendly[34] [56] [59]. Tutorials available before starting
the games and it also can be available during the game to allow user to recall what are
the rules for the games. On the other hand, they should allow user to take a break or to
pause the game when they feel tired without any penalties [37] [55]. This can help in
lessen the commitment of the player. It is proposed in [34] [35] [37] [57][ 61] to create a small group within the player to allow them to have social interaction. Users can
cooperate to finish a challenge or a difficult task together.
Other than game features aforementioned, the interface design of the game also
should suit the targeted user which are the elders. Older people tend to distinguish the
limits and boundaries of points on a floor, and their sense of depth is diminished. In
comparison, AD patients often will lose the ability to accurately distinguish an image
and the backdrop on which it is depicted and will find it more difficult to detect detail
while gazing at darkened items or places. Thus, as proposed by [32] [54], the setting
should be friendly towards elders. When choosing various colors for the setting and
objects, along with various colors for images, contrast color makes it easier for players to identify them. Contrasts and perception of shape can be improved by using a
shader to exaggerate the outline thickness of the object, as in a well-known technique
called toon-shading in video games. Produce a good luminosity to stop distracting the
player to concentrate on a significant target or place in the game as long because it
will not interrupt his sight. Bright warm colors like red, orange and yellow are better
seen by elderly people than others.

6

Conclusion

This systematic review has identified the criteria possessed in the mobile psychotherapy games that developed for memory disorder patients. Based on the systematic
reviews performed, the authors have identified the criteria that have been proposed by
different articles. These criteria will be further extended to different themes in future.
As a result, a set of important criteria for different themes on designing mobile
psychotherapy game has been identified. Significant features of psychotherapy games
were found in majority of the reviewed articles. These criteria will be beneficial in
forming a guideline for designing and developing mobile psychotherapy games for
memory disorder patients.
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